
 

 

Curtain Tracks and Rod 
 

 

Selecting the right rod or curtain track system will 

greatly enhance your curtains. Curtain Tracks are available in a number of styles and configurations; most 

Tracks and Rods can be bent or curved to accommodate any window shape. 

Flat gliding track  

A simplistic track designed purely for functional use, 

typically these tracks will be matched colour wise as close to 

the wall colour as possible as they are a non-feature point 

and will be covered by the Curtain. These tracks are 

available either hand drawn or cord drawn. 

Track Rod  

Track Rods with finials are a feature point and provide the look of a rod but also the full functionality of a 

standard track. The Curtain is designed to sit just below the bottom of the Rod.  These Track rods can be 

bent to fit most angles of a window frame and are also available hand drawn or cord drawn. 

Sheer track  

These tracks are designed as a back track for sheers in double track system, or it can top fix onto inside of 

window frame or ceiling to hang sheer curtains.  

Product profile and 

installation 

The track and rod product profile must be 

understood before they can be installed 

properly. 

Measurement A is for track only. It is to be measured from top of installation bracket to the bottom inner 

rim of the loop. 

Measurement B/C is for rod only. B is to be measured from top of installation bracket to bottom of rod 

(also referred as rod size). C is to be measured from bottom of rod to the bottom inner rim of the loop. 

Note:  In New Zealand the top of installation bracket is normally flush with top of track/rod (or very close). 

So the measurement can be taken from top of track/rod rather than top of installation bracket. 

To install a curtain track, the height of the bracket equals to curtain full length. Take measurement from 

where curtain finishes (such as carpet) up by curtain full length. This is where the top of bracket should sit. 

To install a curtain rod, the height of bracket equals to curtain full length plus rod size (measurement B). 

That is to say, the rod size needs to be added into the bracket height calculation to ensure curtain hangs 

underneath the rod. (EG, curtain full length 2400mm and rod size 32mm. Bracket is to be installed 

2432mm from where curtain finishes). Meanwhile, finials take additional room both in width and height 

(its width is not included in the total track width). These factors need to be considered when designing 

curtain project. 



 

 

Rufflette Superfit Track 

Most common curtain tracks. A=40mm 

Installation brackets 

Top fix/ 30mm/ 60mm/ ZR50/ ZR110(double track) 

Bent and cord drawn possible 

11 colours available 

Rufflette Senator Rod 26mm 

B=26mm; C=15mm 

Installation brackets ZR50/ ZR110(double track) 

Back track can be Superfit or Sheermagic 

11 colours available 

Rufflette HiLine (White/Ivory only) 

No brackets. Top fix (A=15mm) or Face fix (A=20mm) 

Rufflette TrimLine (White/Ivory only) 

No brackets. Top fix (A=10mm) or Face fix (A=20mm) 

Keltic Rod 25mm 

B=28mm; C=13mm; Brackets 40 or 60mm 

Bend possible. Cannot be corded 

6 colours available 

Keltic Rod 32mm 

B=32mm; C=12mm; Brackets 40 or 60mm 

Bend and cord drawn available. Can be smooth or reeded 

6 colours available 

Timberland Architrac or Round Rod 38mm 

B=36mm; C=10mm; Brackets 40 or 60mm 

Bend and cord drawn available. Can add sheer rail as back 

track. Brackets 100 or 120mm 

3 polished colour available 

 

 



 

 

Keltic Wave Rod 32mm 

B=32mm; C=8mm; Bracket 60mm 

No bend. No cord drawn. 

6 colours available 

Ezi-Glide Wave Track Rod White only 

B=14mm (Top fix) or B=17mm (Face fix) 

C=8mm 

No bend. No cord drawn. 

Perfect Fold Wave Track Rod White only 

B=22mm (Top fix) or B=25mm (Face fix) 

C=18mm 

Bend and cord drawn possible 

Holdbacks 

Fixed or Foldaway 

4-6 colours depends on style 

 

Double Track System 

Front track: Solid curtain. Back track: Sheer curtain 

This is a traditional design. Two tracks hang face fabric/lining/sheer total 3 layers. This suits for area 

where is cold in winter. Common combination is flat gliding track or rod at front, and sheer track at back. 

Front track: Sheer curtain. Back track: Lining curtain 

This is a contemporary design. Two tracks hang sheer and lining 2 layers. 

This suits for area where is not too cold in winter. Common combination is 

flat gliding track or rod at front, and cord drawn flat gliding track at back. 

This design allows back lining curtain open or close via cord without 

touching the front track sheers. 

Bent track measurement 

Most of the curtain track/rod can be bent to any angle to suit different 

windows. The sketch on the right shows “wall to wall” measurement in 3 

scenarios. Note: should the end of bent track happen to reach an obstacle, 

such as a heat pump or wall, a 5-10mm deduction on that side should be 

allowed to ensure ease of installation. 


